
We are citizens of the world.

And let’s face it, it’s been a crazy year for that world.

But we believe there is hope.

Our creative community (and by that we mean yours too) … people with creative minds
and creative aspirations … are by nature a force for healing, connecting, evolving and
innovating for progress.

So in this presentation, we celebrate global creative community.

To do this we have invited inspiring international and local NYC artists and entrepreneurs
to come connect with all of us … as themselves. To connect with us artists, as people with
vision, as people with diverse origins that make us better, and as people with their own
personal missions to create something meaningful.

This community has no borders.

As always, we are inspired by creative minds.
- FRIED

ABOUT OUR SS 2023 PRESENTATION



The Designer

Presented by 

MAYA WANG - “MAYA FRIED RICE”
DESIGNER, FRIED RICE FOUNDER

@MAYAFRIEDRICE
@FRIEDRICE_NYC

https://www.instagram.com/MAYAFRIEDRICE/
https://www.instagram.com/friedrice_nyc/
https://www.instagram.com/friedrice_nyc/


The Artist

Presented by 

AMANI HEYWOOD
PAINTER OF CREATIVE COMMUNITY 

TRIBUTE ARTWORK 
@AMANIHEYWOOD

My name is Amani Heywood and I'm a Bronx-born 
Trinidadian artist. I use my love of fashion, philosophy, and 
architecture to invoke a feeling that I then translate into an 
abstract mindscape.

As a child, I was diagnosed with dyslexia. This, made me see 
letters morph into the swirls and squiggles we see today in 
my work. It always felt like I wasn't reading, more like 
interpreting these symbols means so I can move through the 
world. Now that I have an understanding of what my brain 
was doing, I like to show people what I saw then now.

Poring, dripping, throwing, and spraying are only some of the 
application techniques I use to apply color to whatever 
object I’m painting. Matching and blending colors until I have 
a photo that represents my feelings is what I love.

https://www.instagram.com/AMANIHEYWOOD/


BRANDON TELLEZ 
PAINTER

@__BRANDONTELLEZ

Brandon Tellez (b. 1996) is a self-taught Mexican artist based in 
Brooklyn, New York. Raised in a small town in Florida, his artistic 
career was cultivated in his late teens as he traveled to art events in 
Miami, Naples, Fort Myers, and Atlanta, Georgia. He began painting 
in 2016 and had his first solo exhibition curated by Denis Leon in 
Southampton, NY in 2020. Tellez Gonzalez is now represented by 
Black Wall Street Gallery in Soho, New York City.

Specializing in oil portraits, most of Tellez Gonzalez’s work is 
presented on large scale. He is inspired by images that have sparked 
his interest and curiosity from brief, special moments in history. 
Tellez Gonzalez creates in different mediums as a way to express his 
current emotions or states of being.

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/_brandontellez/


DENA IGUSTI 
DANCER, ACTOR, WRITER

@DISPATCHDENA

Dena Igusti is a Queens-based queer Indonesian Muslim writer, 
producer, director, FGM activist, and author of CUT WOMAN 
(2022 Perennial Chapbook Award Finalist, Entropy Mag Best of 
2020-2021 in Poetry). Their work, which centers Indonesian and 
Muslim diasporic storytelling and bodily autonomy for FGM 
survivors, has been performed, produced, and published in The LA 
Times, Brooklyn Museum, Apollo Theater, United Nations 
#TogetherBand, and other international spaces.  

Through storytelling based on archives of Indonesian migration in the 
80s and 90s, interviews with southeast Asian community members 
in the tri state area and beyond, collaborations with NYC locals, and 
personal anecdotes, Dena Igusti uses writing to address the 
importance of archives as a form of art and in turn, art as a form of 
archive for communities that are not granted the privilege of 
documentation and record. 

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/dispatchdena/


LIGHTUPP
HIP HOP ARTIST

@MRLIGHTUPP

Lightupp is a Dominican-American rapper, singer, 
producer and engineer hailing from the Bronx, New 
York. Lightupp’s influence as an artist and producer 
can be heard and felt throughout the underground 
hip-hop and R&B landscape and beyond. 

With his remarkable charisma and outstanding 
showmanship, it wasn’t long before a loyal and 
dedicated following came together and pushed 
Lightupp’s artistry to new heights. Now, having 
released 3 well-received projects in Besa La Mano, 
Enlightenment, and Influence, he is ready to once 
again push the boundaries and borders of music and 
bring his infectious Bronx energy to a global audience.

Videos:
• No Inglés : https://youtu.be/2y3BV2wRZ8k

• Lord Knows : https://youtu.be/SbSjD0ZoQkU

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/mrlightupp/
https://youtu.be/2y3BV2wRZ8k
https://youtu.be/SbSjD0ZoQkU


NICHOLE WASHINGTON 
VISUAL ARTIST, PAINTER

@NICHOLAWOLA

Nichole Washington is a visual artist 
based in New York. She uses her 
photography, paint and design to create 
bold images that are an exploration of 
feminine strength, identity and 
spirituality. Nichole’s work is featured in 
the inaugural issue of MFON: Women 
Photographers of the African Diaspora. 

She has exhibited her work nationally in 
galleries and museums including at 
the National Afro- American Museum 
and Cultural Center. Nichole's work has 
lent itself to a variety of projects 
including a mural at Black Girls Code 
headquarters in San Fransisco, photo 
illustrations for The New Yorker and a 
variety of mixed media artwork 
commissions for companies such 
as HBO and Refinery29.

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/nicholawola/
http://mfonfoto.org/
https://www.ohiohistory.org/events/exhibit-queens-of-the-heartland/
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/09/07/caribbean-flavors-to-shift-the-palate-from-yardy
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBvz_JahsCH/
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2021/02/10293014/dominique-fishback-judas-black-messiah-actress-interview


333NITY 
MUSICIAN, COMPOSER, ARTIST

@IAMSHODEINDE

333NITY is the All of Art. The one who sees the invisible and makes 
it visible to the rest of the world through music, prose and painting. 
Inspired entirely by the Oldest of masters, all his muses are dead. 
Leonardo Da Vinci, Friedrich Nietzsche, Jesus. 

The piercing longevity and magic of these individuals ’ creations and 
insights- that they left for humanity to study- is the same energy 
that 333NITY looks to repopularize in this current world of 
disposable art. For 333NITY The mission is simple. To birth eternal 
Art, and become immortal in the process.

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/mrlightupp/
https://www.instagram.com/iamshodeinde/


KIANA CUMMINGS 
MODEL & DJ
@FREE .KIANA

Kiana Cummings is a model and DJ born and in London, England. 

She moved to New York in 2021 to pursue a modelling career but 
found real purpose opening herself to new experiences to grow 
and fund inspiration in discovery and change.

A key discovery on this path, and an unexpected gift of the 
pandemic, was that DJing brings her joy. She is diving deep into 
the music and building her skills to achieve her creative aspiration: 
to share this joy with a an ever-growing audience. 

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/free.kiana/


DONEVAN BURNS
MUSICIAN, ACTOR, PHOTOGRAPHER

@DONEVANBURNS

Donevan Burns is a Colombian-American musician, model, actor & 
photographer currently based in Manhattan. His colorful, energetic 
personal style presents itself in each medium, paying homage to his 
Colombian heritage. With a passionate appreciation for detail, he 
channels that into his imagery via songwriting, photography, and the 
way he interacts with the world.

Burns classically trained as a saxophonist under Stetson University's 
music director before switching focus to singing & guitar. He then 
studied art direction & film production at the University of Florida, 
and photography at Universidad Rey Juan Carlos to hone his 
storytelling skill. He now works as a graphic designer/creative PM at 
globally-renowned production company O Positive Films.
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https://www.instagram.com/donevanburns/


MATEO PALACIO
STYLIST, CREATIVE CONSULTANT, WRITER

@MATEOXPALACIO

Mateo Palacio is a Latinx, non-binary. New York City-based
fashion stylist, creative consultant, digital communications expert,
and muse.

Their androgynously chic, cool street style has landed them fashion
features on Vogue, ID Magazine, Elle Mexico, Nylon, Esquire,
WWD, and many more. As well as having been in the Diane Von
Furstenberg: Spring/Summer 18’ fashion campaign and with recent
TV appearances on Stylish: with Jenna Lyons on HBO and Nora
from Queens on MTV.
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https://www.instagram.com/mateoxpalacio/


BLAKE SYLVIE
WRITER, DESIGNER, VISUAL STORYTELLER, MODEL

@BLAKESYLVIEE

From the Artist:

My medium is more vast than just one. I love writing, ever since
middle school. I was even published! I now own my own blog
at blakesylvie.com. I’ve also been a model for about a year now.

Through modeling, I love helping other artists I work with achieve
their vision with their direction and in some cases collaboration. I
would like to have my work looked at in a romanticized light.

I also own my own clothing brand Label Aphrodisiac! Pretty new
venture, but it’s been working out so, I can’t be happier. Right
now, I’m a fashion student that’s getting through school and I’m
so excited to see what’s next for me.
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https://www.instagram.com/blakesylviee/
http://blakesylvie.com/


NINE 九
PHOTOGRAPHER

@MYPHONEABOUT2DIE

NINE is a New York-based self-taught conceptual street 
photographer of Dominican and Asian descent. 

NINE’s primary artistic focus is experimentation with light to 
capture emotion in urban landscapes and personalities. 

At a very young stage in his career, he has already been invited to do 
photography in his distinctive style for some of New York City’s top 
brands, music artists and content creators. 

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/MYPHONEABOUT2DIE/


DESTYNI COOPER 
PAINTER, ARTISAN, MODEL

@DESTYNIHANNAH

From the Artist: 

Who Is Destyni Cooper?

I would describe myself as someone who is very positive, genuine, 
and authentic. I believe in spreading peace love and positivity and 
genuinely making others feel good about themselves. 

I strive to be a public figure that inspires women of all ages to feel 
comfortable enough to voice their opinions no matter what 
circumstance. Whether it’s being an advocate for mental health 
awareness, promoting body positivity or even standing up for 
movements such as Black Lives Matter. 

Everyone should feel comfortable enough to make their voices heard 
and that’s what I hope they see through my art. Not only in the 
physical form but through my energy as well.

The “Models”
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https://www.instagram.com/https://www.instagram.com/destynihannah/


ANDERSON PINTO
BRAZILIAN PERFORMER, DANCER

@UNDERTHESUNOFFICIAL

The “Models”
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Check out Anderson’s joyful, charismatic Brazilian dance style
in this José Carlos, Ian Ruas & Cia music video!!

https://www.instagram.com/underthesunoficial/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8omHGKGGM68


KRISH KAPOOR
ENTREPRENEUR
@KRISHKAPOOOOR

Born and raised in India with an Indo-Persian heritage, Krish Kapoor 
is pursuing a career in creative arts and handmade goods. A 
professional candle maker and model, he uses apothecary as a 
principle in creating handmade luxury soy candles under the name of 
Panthera. When you light a Panthera candle, the aroma seduces you 
into feeling powerful, fierce yet calm, just like a panther.

Krish is also a licensed scuba diver and loves exploring ecosystems 
underwater.
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https://www.instagram.com/krishkapoooor/


LIV BISHOP
VISUAL ARTIST, PAINTER

@LIV.THECREATIVE

Liv is a playful communicator whose creative expression ranges from
illustration to graphic design to painting.

Regardless of the medium, her work focuses on human connection,
self expression, and self-growth.

When working visually, she captures the “essence” of her subjects by
utilizing line, layered color and gestural marks.

She finds inventiveness in telling stories that transport her audience.
Her creations are born from a need to help others feel seen, and
inspire them to approach the world with curiosity, and a bit of
playfulness
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https://www.instagram.com/liv.thecreative/


The DJ

Presented by 

ZILLION
NYC DJ

@THEZILLIONS

Zillion is a DJ & Electronic producer from Atlanta, 
Georgia that has now been DJing in New York for 
4 years. Zillion's genuine talent of genre-blending and 
eccentric crowd control has allowed him to 
progressively establish his reputation within NYC's DJ 
community.. 

https://www.instagram.com/THEZILLIONS/


The Band

Presented by 

¡OLIVIA K & THE PARKERS!
SAX OF SHAOLIN

NYC FUNK, SOUL, JAZZ, R&B, HIPHOP
@OLIVIAKANDTHEPARKERS

@SAXOFSHAOLIN

Olivia K & The Parkers is the brainchild of Olivia K, singer-
songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and fearless leader. 

Currently, OK&P are embarking on a new point of departure: The 
Sankofa Project! A meditative act of creation and closure, the OK&P 
crew intend to record Olivia’s entire catalogue of songs. Most of 
these were never put to track.

In doing so, the band commits itself to the wisdom of the Ghanaian 
symbol, Sankofa. It reminds us: to move forward in these uncertain 
times, we must first confront the demons of the past.

Olivia and band are joined by long time collaborator Sax of Shaolin 
(Ben Ming), whose goal is to be the confluence between East and 
West, fusing American, South East Asian and Afro-Caribbean music 
to create something that sounds like a dance between the ancestors 
of all three traditions. 

His is not only an effort to experiment with sound but also to find 
common ground between far-flung cultures. It’s an approach that has 
developed, instinctually, from Ming's experience as an immigrant and 
a Hakka Chinese, a nomad by blood.

https://www.instagram.com/oliviakandtheparkers/
https://www.instagram.com/SAXOFSHAOLIN/


The Cypher Rappers

Presented by 

T’NAH 🌬 fka T’NAH APEX
NYC RAPPER, SINGER

@_TNAH_

About me? 

I’m T’nah, been making music since 2011. 

In actuality, it began in a time before I can remember. 

Born from a singer and a dancer art is in me in one 
fashion or another, on Hiatus or not. 

Art just imitates life and I love life, so, I create. I hope 
you enjoy the sounds.

https://www.instagram.com/_tnah_/


The Cypher Rappers

Presented by 

CHELSEA REJECT
NYC RAPPER, SINGER

@CHELSEAREJECT

Chelsea Reject is a Brooklyn based female emcee who 
has opened up for the likes of Iggy Azela, Talib Kweli, 
Twista, Isaiah Rashad, Mobb Deep, Buckshot, Sean 

Price, Smif N Wessun and more. 

Her influences are greats such as Lupe Fiasco, N.E.R.D, 
Lauryn Hill, Nas and Common. Offering a variety of 

smooth methodical flows and a unique voice, Ms. Reject 
is without a doubt one of the most talented female 

artists of her generation. 

Check out her recent release CMPLX on major music 
platforms. 

https://www.instagram.com/CHELSEAREJECT/


ABOUT THE BRAND
@FRIEDRICE_NYC
@MAYAFRIEDRICE

Founded by self-taught downtown Manhattan fashion designer Maya Wang, FRIED
RICE is distinguished by its 100% unisex collection, quirky “mashed up” creativity,
inventive styling details, and mad obsession with outstanding fabrics.

The brand’s ethos is to celebrate the diversity of artistic and cultural perspectives in
urban life here in New York City and around the world. According to designer MAYA
FRIED RICE, “It’s all these simple, distinctive elements mixed up in a way that
becomes greater than the parts alone.”

With its uniquely uncommon design and cultural perspective, the brand is now a go-to
for creative artists around the world, as well as a fan favorite at some of urban style’s
most influential events like LA’s “Superbowl of urban culture” ComplexCon and
Brooklyn NYC’s hugely impactful Afropunk Festival.

https://www.instagram.com/FRIEDRICE_NYC/
https://www.instagram.com/mayafriedrice/

